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Natalia Gonzalez, the associate producer of the Mexican filmmaker's new feature, is 
satisfied with the lessons learned 
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A scene from the movie Bardo shot in Mexico City. 
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The courage to face her thoughts, to make them come true against what others may think, is 
part of what Natalia Gonzalez learned from Alejandro Gonzalez lñarritu, with whom she worked 
as an associate producer on the feature film "Bardo, False Chronicle of a Handful of Truths." 

"I learned from Alejandro to be brave with my stories. He told me that if this industry is going 
to break my heart a thousand times, I better do it for a story that I want to tell," said Gonzalez. 

At just 30 years old, with a pleasant character and a gaze full of projects, Gonzalez stressed that 
since she was a child, she knew her passion was the seventh art. 

"On one occasion, I accompanied an aunt to make a Fanta commercial, and it moved me that 
adults could do something like that," explains the producer. 

Graduated from Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City, she explained that little by little, 
she started to climb in the industry; first, she did many commercials, but knew that it was not 
what she wanted since her ultimate goal was to make movies. 

"Although I made commercials repeatedly, what I always wanted was to make movies, and I 
knew that one day it would come," That is how her history in the seventh art began. 

The first short film she produced, 'Vale la pena' ('It is Worth It), was directed by Camila Morales 
and starred by Chespirito's granddaughter Maria Penella. 

At one point in her life, she wanted to do film scoring since she plays the guitar, saxophone, 
clarinet, oboe, violin, harmonica, piano, and bass, but she didn't. What she did do was work 
closely with Anna Camp, Nasim Pedrad, and the producer Mason Novick in the Netflix title, 
"Desperados." She also participated in "Besos de Azucar" ("Sugar Kisses") with Carlos Cuarón 
and Eugenio Villamar, before the arrival of lñarritu's film. 



HER WORK WITH IÑARRITU 

Since she was a child, she admired the director of "Bardo," as well as the "three 
amigos" ("three friends"), along with Carlos Cuaron and Guillermo del Toro, but working with 
him has been a privilege.  

So, the producer said that following her dreams is a necessity that she will not leave behind, 
just as lñarritu suggested. And that is how she will follow her own need, that of a gay, 
entrepreneur Mexican woman who has overcome obstacles to prove that everything is 
possible, who is passionate about producing, who knows that regardless of the budget, she is 
going to make things happen. 

"Above all, to fight for my place in a world that is looking for female representation," said the 
woman who established herself as the associate producer in "Bardo." 

In this role, she was present from pre-production to post-production to make the journey that 
Gonzalez lñarritu and Stacy Perskie imagined for Silverio a reality in an ambitious and massive 
production.  

Along with all this, she is in charge of Blue Hour Films production company which she co-
founded at 24 years old alongside Eugenio Valero. 

"In a world of artificial intelligence, art is the only thing that makes us human and returns us to 
being human again. Sometimes we think art will disconnect us, but I think art is a mirror of the 
parts of yourself that you want to connect with." The producer concluded. 
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